The usual expression for the longitudinal wake field in terms of the impedance is exact only for the model in which the source of the field is a rigid bunch. To account for a deforming bunch one has to invoke the complete impedance. a function of both wave number and frequency. A computation of the corresponding wake field would be expensive, since it would involve integrals over frequency and time in addition to the usual sum over wave number. We treat the problem of approximating this field in an example of current interest. the case of coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) in the presence of shielding by the vacuum chamber.
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Consider a rigid bunch moving on a circular trajectory of radius R. A test particle feels a voltage m where 8 -wat is the azimuthal angle between the test particle and the reference particle, the latter having revolution frequency W O = h c / R . The impedance at azimuthal mode number n (wave number n / R ) is Z(n). The mode amplirude A, is the Fourier transform of the line density A(8) in the hunch rest frame. With JA(8)dO = 1 the total charge is Q. For the case of a deforming hunch one's first inclination is merely to replace A, in ( I ) by A,(t). The resulting formula (or its equivalent statement in terms of a wake patential) has heen used in dynamical calculations based on the Vlasov-Fokker-Planckequation [I, 2,3,4], and in earlier macroparticlesimulations. In such work A, (or X(8)) is updated at each time step according to the values of external and coherent forces at the previous step. Although the calculations seem successful in many respects, the simple replacement A, --t A,(t) is a first approximation of uncertain accuracy, especially in an unstable regime of rapid bunch evolution.
Our object here is to derive this first approximation and systematic corrections. We do so in an analytically solvable model, the case of particles on circular trajectories between two infinite parallel plates, perfectly conducting. The plates represent the vacuum chamber, which suppresses CSR at wavelengths greater than a certain "shielding cutoff'. This model has considerable utility in spite of its simplified view of a real system; it led to interesting re- The impedance at fixed integer n is defined as an ana- where sgn(n) is the sign of n. There is no pole for n = 0. The poles do not show up as infinities or even sharp peaks in Z(n) = Z(n,nwo), since Z,(n,nwo) = iZo(rrR/floh) E, A, is bounded and independent of n.
From (2) and the definition of Z we get the wake voltage V by the inverse FourierLaplace transform as v(e, t ) = -2 a~( e , t ) = If we substitute the rigid bunch current instead of (2) in (71, we get (1) with the identification Z(n) = Z(n,nwo). We cannot be sure that the w-integral in (7) exists without some assumption on A, , since Z(n,u + iv) is bounded but nonvanishing as 1211 -00; see [3] . We assume that X,(t) E C(*)(--M,CO), i.e., it has a continuous second derivative on the real line. Then since A,(t) = 0 , t < 0, it follows that AP'(0) = 0 , k = 0 , 1 , 2 . This allows two partial integrations with vanishing boundary t e r n , so that the t'-integral takes the form which is O(U-') , U -00. Consequently. the w-integml converges absolutely. Moreover, the second term in (8) contributes nothing to (71, since it is analytic for Im w = U > 0 and is less in magnitude than Mexp(-ut)/lwl' for some constant M. Since Z(n,w) is analytic and hounded for Im w > 0, we can replace the w-integral by an integral over the semi-circle at infinity, which is zero, thanks to decay of the integrand as l~/-'. Thus causality is satisfied, since future values of the charge density do not enter:
One could attempt a calculation of V by direct numerical evaluation of the two integrals in (9). but that would he expensive and would involve many insignificant contributions. Instead we note that the ti-integral is expected to be concentrated (for small U) near U = nwo. Outside such a neighborhood the integral is small by virtue of oscillations.
Moreover, the second order pole at w = w 0 also tends to concentrate the w integral (i.e, u-integral) near U = nuo. Consequently, it makes sense as a first approximation to replace Z ( n , w ) by Z(n,wo). and that allows us to compute the w-integral by closing the contour in the lower halfplane. The factor is an entire function of w, bounded in the lower half-plane, and the residue of the second order pole is just the derivative of (IO). evaluated at WO. An integration by pans using A, ( O) = Ah(0) = 0 then gives the expected lowest approximation, namely (1) with A, + A,(t), and Z(n) = Z(n,nwo).
For the next approximation one might think of expanding Z(n,w) in (9) in a Taylor series about w = WO. This cannot succeed for W O close to &ta,c, because of the poles of (6). We can, however, write Z(n,w) = i ( n , w ) + Z,(n,w) and compute the contribution of the pole term Z, to the w-injegral by the method of residues.
The smwth remainder Z can later be expanded in a Taylor series about nwo. For the integral of the pole term it is hest to first undo the two partial integrations in t ' , so that the w-integral of (9) has jnst first order poles at *ape. The boundary terms vanish as is seen by closing their integrals by a circle at infinity in the upper half-plane. The integral over Z. is then found by closing the contour in the lower half plane, and the result is
Having accounted exactly for \he poles. we account approximately for the remaindtlr Z by a Taylor expansion, Z(n,w) = Z(n,nwo) + az(n,nwo)/@w (U -nwo) + . . . . To evaluate the contribution of the k-th order term of the expansion to (9). we have to assume A,(t) t C("')(-ca, CO) . Taking the expansionjust to the first order, we suppose that A, has a continuous third derivative, .o.
namelythe houndarytermin an partial integration in which I' , j t ' y ( t f ) (eL4(~.n)(t'-t) + eiB(P,n)(t'-f) (12) The integral in (12) represents retardation effects associated with wave guide cutoffs. It is expected to be largest at those (p,n) for which A(p,n) = aPc ~ nuo is small, giving a primarily reactive effect. The presence of the integral does not add a lot to the cost of a dynamical calculation, since one can store each of the integrals as a matrix M(p,n), and update that matrix at each time step bt by adding the integral from t to t + bt. This requires a few floating point operations for each ( p , n ) . 
Xk(t)
is given by a simple divided difference, the time increment being that of the Vlasov integration. The curves on the left in Fig.2 are from the first term in (12) at successive times (up to about 4/10 of a synchrotron period). The solid and dashed curves on the right are from the second and third terms, respectively. The period of oscillations in the third term is exactly what one expects from peaking of the integral at n such that A(1,n) = 0. After initial transients the corrections to the first term are fairly small. It remains to be seen whether they remain small during full development of the instability, at somewhat later times.
